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The legend of the first ever mask

How Anansi became a spider

The Lion’s Minister of State

A gourd is the hollow, 
dried shell of a large fruit 
that grows in Africa.

In Africa, people often 
use gourds to fetch 
water from the river.
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The gourds are often beautifully 
decorated and sold to tourists.
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There is an old 
African legend 
about a little 
girl who 
followed her 
mother to a 
nearby spring 
each day 
although she 
had been told 
not to. Sa
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Every day the 
girl’s mother went 
to fetch water in 
her water gourd. 

Every day, she 
warned her 
daughter not to 
follow her and 
often punished 
her for doing so. 

Still, the little girl 
followed. 
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Finally, in desperation, 
the mother painted a 
hideous, scary face on 
the bottom of her water 
gourd to frighten the 
child away. 
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As the mother lifted her water gourd, 
the little girl saw the scary face and 
ran as fast as she could, back to 
her village. She was so scared that 
she never followed her mother again.

According to 
legend, this 
was the first 
African mask 
ever made.Sa
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Stories from Africa were traditionally passed down 
by word of mouth. That means that stories were 
told long before they were written down.

Often they were 
told at the end of a 
long day of work
around a village 
fire in the light of 
the moon.

Usually the stories taught a lesson and often the 
selfish person in the story would learn their lesson 
the hard way! 
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Tales about a trickster called Anansi come from 
Africa. Many people believe the stories came long 
ago from the Ashanti (Asante) tribe in Ghana.

Anansi was a man and he 
was a spider. When things 
went well he was a man but 
when he was in danger, he 
became a spider. He was 
both greedy and generous, 
bad and good but most of 
all he was a trickster and a 
fool who always learned 
lessons the hard way
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There was once a king who had the There was once a king who had the There was once a king who had the There was once a king who had the 
finest ram in the world. When this finest ram in the world. When this finest ram in the world. When this finest ram in the world. When this 
ram happened to be grazing on ram happened to be grazing on ram happened to be grazing on ram happened to be grazing on 
Anansi’s crops one day, Anansi Anansi’s crops one day, Anansi Anansi’s crops one day, Anansi Anansi’s crops one day, Anansi 
threw a rock at it, hitting it between threw a rock at it, hitting it between threw a rock at it, hitting it between threw a rock at it, hitting it between 
the eyes and killing it. the eyes and killing it. the eyes and killing it. the eyes and killing it. 

Anansi knew that the king Anansi knew that the king Anansi knew that the king Anansi knew that the king 
would punish him for what he would punish him for what he would punish him for what he would punish him for what he 
had done to the ram so he had done to the ram so he had done to the ram so he had done to the ram so he 
immediately began to plan a immediately began to plan a immediately began to plan a immediately began to plan a 
way to get out of trouble.way to get out of trouble.way to get out of trouble.way to get out of trouble.
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Needless to say, Anansi resorted to trickery. Needless to say, Anansi resorted to trickery. Needless to say, Anansi resorted to trickery. Needless to say, Anansi resorted to trickery. 
Anansi sat under a tree to think of an escape Anansi sat under a tree to think of an escape Anansi sat under a tree to think of an escape Anansi sat under a tree to think of an escape 
when, all of a sudden, a nut fell and struck him on when, all of a sudden, a nut fell and struck him on when, all of a sudden, a nut fell and struck him on when, all of a sudden, a nut fell and struck him on 
the head. Anansi immediately had an idea. the head. Anansi immediately had an idea. the head. Anansi immediately had an idea. the head. Anansi immediately had an idea. 

First, he took the dead ram First, he took the dead ram First, he took the dead ram First, he took the dead ram 
and tied it to the nut tree. and tied it to the nut tree. and tied it to the nut tree. and tied it to the nut tree. 
Then he went to a spider and Then he went to a spider and Then he went to a spider and Then he went to a spider and 
told it of a wonderful tree told it of a wonderful tree told it of a wonderful tree told it of a wonderful tree 
laden with nuts. laden with nuts. laden with nuts. laden with nuts. 

The spider was delighted and went to the tree to The spider was delighted and went to the tree to The spider was delighted and went to the tree to The spider was delighted and went to the tree to 
see for himself.see for himself.see for himself.see for himself.
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Anansi then went to the Anansi then went to the Anansi then went to the Anansi then went to the 
king and told him that the king and told him that the king and told him that the king and told him that the 
spider had killed the prize spider had killed the prize spider had killed the prize spider had killed the prize 
ram. He also told the king  ram. He also told the king  ram. He also told the king  ram. He also told the king  
that the ram was hanging that the ram was hanging that the ram was hanging that the ram was hanging 
from a tree where the from a tree where the from a tree where the from a tree where the 
spider was spinning webs. spider was spinning webs. spider was spinning webs. spider was spinning webs. 

The king flew into a rage and The king flew into a rage and The king flew into a rage and The king flew into a rage and 
demanded the death penalty for demanded the death penalty for demanded the death penalty for demanded the death penalty for 
the spider. Then, calming down a the spider. Then, calming down a the spider. Then, calming down a the spider. Then, calming down a 
little, the king thanked Anansi and little, the king thanked Anansi and little, the king thanked Anansi and little, the king thanked Anansi and 
offered him a great reward. offered him a great reward. offered him a great reward. offered him a great reward. 
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Anansi returned to the spider and Anansi returned to the spider and Anansi returned to the spider and Anansi returned to the spider and 
warned it of the king’s anger saying that warned it of the king’s anger saying that warned it of the king’s anger saying that warned it of the king’s anger saying that 
the king was crying out to the whole the king was crying out to the whole the king was crying out to the whole the king was crying out to the whole 
world that the spider had killed the ram. world that the spider had killed the ram. world that the spider had killed the ram. world that the spider had killed the ram. 

Nevertheless, Anansi told the spider to Nevertheless, Anansi told the spider to Nevertheless, Anansi told the spider to Nevertheless, Anansi told the spider to 
go to the king and plead for mercy, go to the king and plead for mercy, go to the king and plead for mercy, go to the king and plead for mercy, 
then perhaps the spider’s life would be then perhaps the spider’s life would be then perhaps the spider’s life would be then perhaps the spider’s life would be 
spared. spared. spared. spared. 

The spider was very confused. The spider was very confused. The spider was very confused. The spider was very confused. 
He couldn’t understand He couldn’t understand He couldn’t understand He couldn’t understand 
why the king would think why the king would think why the king would think why the king would think 
he’d killed the ram!he’d killed the ram!he’d killed the ram!he’d killed the ram!
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Meanwhile, the king had gone home Meanwhile, the king had gone home Meanwhile, the king had gone home Meanwhile, the king had gone home 
to eat and told his to eat and told his to eat and told his to eat and told his 
wife what happened. wife what happened. wife what happened. wife what happened. 

The wife laughed and said, The wife laughed and said, The wife laughed and said, The wife laughed and said, 
“Have you lost your mind? How on “Have you lost your mind? How on “Have you lost your mind? How on “Have you lost your mind? How on 
earth could a little spider make a thread strong earth could a little spider make a thread strong earth could a little spider make a thread strong earth could a little spider make a thread strong 
enough to hold a ram? How in the world could enough to hold a ram? How in the world could enough to hold a ram? How in the world could enough to hold a ram? How in the world could 
that little spider hoist the ram up there? Don’t you that little spider hoist the ram up there? Don’t you that little spider hoist the ram up there? Don’t you that little spider hoist the ram up there? Don’t you 
know? Anansi obviously killed your ram!”know? Anansi obviously killed your ram!”know? Anansi obviously killed your ram!”know? Anansi obviously killed your ram!”
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The king was angry that he had been deceived The king was angry that he had been deceived The king was angry that he had been deceived The king was angry that he had been deceived 
and told his court to fetch Anansi immediately. and told his court to fetch Anansi immediately. and told his court to fetch Anansi immediately. and told his court to fetch Anansi immediately. 
When the king’s men came for him, Anansi When the king’s men came for him, Anansi When the king’s men came for him, Anansi When the king’s men came for him, Anansi 
assumed that it was to take him to the palace for assumed that it was to take him to the palace for assumed that it was to take him to the palace for assumed that it was to take him to the palace for 
his reward for turning in the spider. So Anansi his reward for turning in the spider. So Anansi his reward for turning in the spider. So Anansi his reward for turning in the spider. So Anansi 
went along willingly. went along willingly. went along willingly. went along willingly. 
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Anansi walked into the palace as if he owned it and Anansi walked into the palace as if he owned it and Anansi walked into the palace as if he owned it and Anansi walked into the palace as if he owned it and 
then said to the king, “Well, what is my reward for then said to the king, “Well, what is my reward for then said to the king, “Well, what is my reward for then said to the king, “Well, what is my reward for 
finding the killer of your ram?” finding the killer of your ram?” finding the killer of your ram?” finding the killer of your ram?” 
This enraged the king so much that he kicked This enraged the king so much that he kicked This enraged the king so much that he kicked This enraged the king so much that he kicked 
Anansi, splitting him into many pieces. Anansi was Anansi, splitting him into many pieces. Anansi was Anansi, splitting him into many pieces. Anansi was Anansi, splitting him into many pieces. Anansi was 
then no longer a man, but a spider with long legs!then no longer a man, but a spider with long legs!then no longer a man, but a spider with long legs!then no longer a man, but a spider with long legs!

And that is how And that is how And that is how And that is how 
Anansi became a Anansi became a Anansi became a Anansi became a 
spider.spider.spider.spider.
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You have probably heard that the Lion is the King of the You have probably heard that the Lion is the King of the You have probably heard that the Lion is the King of the You have probably heard that the Lion is the King of the 
Jungle but you may not have heard what happened when Jungle but you may not have heard what happened when Jungle but you may not have heard what happened when Jungle but you may not have heard what happened when 
the Lion was looking for a new Minister of State.the Lion was looking for a new Minister of State.the Lion was looking for a new Minister of State.the Lion was looking for a new Minister of State.

The previous Minister had suddenly disappeared.  All the The previous Minister had suddenly disappeared.  All the The previous Minister had suddenly disappeared.  All the The previous Minister had suddenly disappeared.  All the 
animals thought they knew why animals thought they knew why animals thought they knew why animals thought they knew why ---- especially since the Lion especially since the Lion especially since the Lion especially since the Lion 
had noticeably gained weight, and had been seen picking had noticeably gained weight, and had been seen picking had noticeably gained weight, and had been seen picking had noticeably gained weight, and had been seen picking 
his teeth a lot.his teeth a lot.his teeth a lot.his teeth a lot.

When the Lion declared that he was When the Lion declared that he was When the Lion declared that he was When the Lion declared that he was 
looking for a new Minister to replace looking for a new Minister to replace looking for a new Minister to replace looking for a new Minister to replace 
the old one, only three animals in the the old one, only three animals in the the old one, only three animals in the the old one, only three animals in the 
whole of the kingdom dared to apply whole of the kingdom dared to apply whole of the kingdom dared to apply whole of the kingdom dared to apply 
for the job.for the job.for the job.for the job.
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There was the Crocodile who 
was long, green, and 
ferocious with his fierce 
snapping jaws.

There was the Bear, tall, brown, 
and strong with his skin piercing claws.

And there was little Rabbit, 
who always followed the 
jungle laws.Sa
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The Lion called them all to 
a job interview.
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roared the lion.

There is a test you must 
pass to get this job. It’s 

too late to back out now. 
To be fair, I am asking 

you all the same question.
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“Crocodile, Come here,” commanded the Lion.  
“You first, Crocodile. Smell my breath.” The Lion 
leaned forward as he forced his breath into the 
face of the crocodile.

Hahhh
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Is it sweet, like the smell of flowers 
opening up on the Savannah in the 
early morning? Or is it foul like the 
stench of rotting meat under the 
noon day sun?

asked the lion.
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The Crocodile was used to having his own way and 
telling things exactly as they were. He didn’t let 
anyone get the better of him.  So he said……….. 

Oh, your Majesty, if you please –
Your breath would fell a hundred trees.
It would bring an elephant to his knees!

I’d rather stuff my nose with bees.
Than smell your stinking breath…
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“Wrong answer, Crocodile,” breathed the lion in a 
very calm, low voice. Then he became louder, 
shouting,  “HOW DARE YOU!  I can’t have you as 
my Minister of State. You would insult everybody.  
Your insults would cause everyone to become an 
enemy and to make war on our kingdom.”

Whereupon, the Lion fell
upon the Crocodile and 
ate him up with a roar.Sa
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The Lion grew calm once more, “Bear, it’s your 
turn. Come here, Bear,” demanded the Lion. 
“Take my test. Smell my breath, Bear.”
Then, the Lion leaned towards the face of bear and 
sent his breath right into 
the Bear’s face. Hahhh
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Is my breath sweet like the sweet jungle 
orchids growing in the top of the trees?  
Or is it foul, like the smell of dead and rotting 
fish floating in a stagnant jungle pool.

asked the lion.
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Now the Bear had seen what had happened to the 
Crocodile so, even though he knew the Lion’s 
breath was terrible, he decided to lie.
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Oh your majesty, what a treat,
To smell your breath, it smells so sweet,
Like a fine dessert that tastes so neat,

Your breath………………. Oh, I can’t lie any longer.
Your breath stinks!Your breath stinks!Your breath stinks!Your breath stinks!
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Then the Lion said, “Wrong answer, Bear. HOW 
DARE YOU, Bear?  Everyone would hear your 
sickeningly sweet lies and know you are afraid.  
Everyone would think we are weak and attack 
our kingdom.”

Whereupon, the Lion fell 
upon the Bear and ate him 
with a roar.
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Hahhh

“Now little Rabbit, your turn. Come here, little 
Rabbit. Take my test. Smell my breath, little 
Rabbit.” This time, the Lion leaned into the 
Rabbit’s face and exhaled noisily.
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Is it sweet like the flowers dripping 
pollen to be made into honey by the 
bees? Or is it foul, like the stench of 
rotting meat on the vulture’s beak?

demanded the lion.
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Now the Rabbit had seen what had happened to 
both the Crocodile AND to the Bear.  He wrinkled 
up his nose in the air and started wriggling it. 
He wriggled it up and down and from side to side.
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Oh, your highness, I do trust,
An honest answer is a must.

But, before my answer can be told
I must state, I have a cold.…
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Yes, that’s it... I have a cold. I’m sorry, your 
majesty, I have a cold. Perhaps your majesty 
could advise me and give me a clue as to 
what your opinion is. Then I’ll be glad to 
answer.
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Oh, good answer, Rabbit! Unlike the Crocodile, you 
wouldn’t insult everyone. Unlike the Bear, you 
wouldn’t tell everyone what they want to hear. 
You are open to advice and think fast. Good answer, 
Rabbit!  You will be my new Minister of State.

exclaimed the lion.
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Now, today, most of you have all seen the little 
rabbit hopping around doing its work as the 
Minister of State but, every time it stops, it 
remembers to put its 
nose in the air and 
wriggle it - pretending 
to still have a cold – just 
in case.
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